
How SaaS Platforms Can Augment Their Communications With thinQ

As your platform grows, many SaaS companies like yours find 
themselves in an expensive pickle when call and SMS volumes shoot 
through the roof. It’s a great problem to have, but it’s still a problem.

You can greatly reduce communication costs – and improve 
performance – without sacrificing native functionality with thinQ. 
With just a few lines of code, you will supercharge your app 
communication. Don’t wait for your call and SMS volumes to explode 
to introduce API integrations that allow you to scale and save – today.
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APIs

Want to Ride the SaaS 
Wave at Scale? 

Contact thinQ today.

Tie Your SaaS Platform Directly to thinQ’s Solutions Via APIs
Get, port, provision numbers, deliver calls + power text campaigns

Our API documentation tells you how to get started 

Easily configure your outbound/inbound programmatically

Get up and running FAST with access to our support team

thinQ’s API Documentation Is Online, so You Can See the Flow for Yourself

Voice Calls Text Messages

Search for Phone Numbers Create Text Profile

Buy Phone Numbers Send SMS

Create Trunks Send MMS

Route Calls Delivery Notifications

Get Simple Installation and Quick Entry – for Both Voice & SMS

thinQ’s APIs reduce your development lift to get you up and 
running faster than other solutions. 

For voice: A few lines of code augment your call routing in 
your text stack with thinQ.

For SMS: Our integration is straightforward, so you start 
scaling and gain flexibility quickly.

Flexibility to scale your voice or SMS

Complete transparency into your communications

More control over how your voice & texts are being handled

Augment Your Communications on Limited Resources
You don’t need to beef up your dev staff. You’ll be on thinQ’s 
platform FAST to gain flexibility, start seeing savings, and deliver 
higher quality communications. 

Use thinQ’s APIs to get:




